Vietnam
Anything’s possible in

Vietnam taught Nick Dall never to be surprised by
anything: from scooters laden with goldfish swimming
in plastic bags to couples in motorbike helmets and
dress shoes strolling on the beach, he saw it all.

Colourful silks in Hue’s citadel and angry Buddhas
at Danang’s Linh Ung Pagoda contrast with
smog-saturated sunsets and the patchworked
Tonkinese Alps near Sapa, demonstrating that
Vietnam is a land of extremes. Traditional rowing
boats in Halong Bay and the urban maelstrom that
is Hanoi’s Old Quarter complete the line-up.
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LEFT: Buddhists give offerings of fruit in the hope of achieving a
better rebirth in the cycle of birth and death. BELOW, CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT: The pineapple in Vietnam just tastes sweeter and
it’s expertly peeled while you wait; a 14-kilometre-long underground
river flows through Phong Nha cave, which can be viewed by boat
only; a bicycle outside a pagoda in Hoi An – school kids, pensioners
and the very poor ride bicycles, while everyone else has a scooter;
Vietnam is the second-largest exporter of rice in the world, but for
the most part farming methods are still very traditional.

f you’re anything like me, you probably define
Vietnam by its war: grainy footage of tunnelling
Viet Cong vies with sensationalised Hollywood
helicopter montages. But that was 40 years ago
and things have changed.
These days Vietnam is an emerging Asian Tiger
whose people harbour no grudges about
the past and are focused firmly on what lies
ahead. Politically it is communist (infuriating megaphones mounted on lamp
posts on just about every street corner
call citizens to exercise every morning
at 5 am), but financially it’s as capitalist
as can be: textiles and electronics manufacturers compete with a flourishing
tourism industry, while in the shadows
noodle-making crones and shoeshine
boys get by on a pittance. It’s clichéd
to call Vietnam a land of contrasts, but
there really is no other way of putting it.
Developed enough to be within most
travellers’ reach but sufficiently edgy to
spring surprises at every turn, it’s becoming increasingly popular among
South Africans of all ages – and not
just backpackers doing the Banana Pancake Trail (that’s the tongue-in-cheek
nickname for the various backpacking
routes in Southeast Asia, so named
because you get banana pancakes for
breakfast in almost every cheap hotel
in the region). The food’s fantastic and
the landscapes are even better, and it’s
one of the few places that’s cheap even
when you’re spending rands.

Land of the water pails

Vietnam is a long thin country, which
curves along the South China Sea
(although in anti-China Vietnam it’s
called Bien Dong, the East Sea) like
the bamboo poles rice farmers use
to carry their pails of water. The pails
themselves are Vietnam’s two great
cities: Hanoi, the capital in the north,
and Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) in
the south. The land between the water
pails is coloured by towering grey
mountains, mighty brown rivers and
powder-white tropical beaches, but

Developed enough to be within most travellers’ reach but
sufficiently edgy to spring surprises at every turn, it’s
becoming increasingly popular among South Africans.
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Pick your way through rows of spandexed
Tai Chi grannies and fend off the advances
of the moonbag-toting black-market
moneychangers to reach Hanoi’s Jade Island.
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CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT:
The news can wait in Hanoi’s Old
Quarter; a man contemplates his
next move in Hanoi – millions of
Vietnamese men appear to do very
little else; ‘point first, pay later’
is the rule in com binh dan or
‘commoner’s rice’ restaurants – it
doesn’t all taste as good as it looks,
but you won’t know till you’ve tried;
from above, the disorder of Hue’s
streets almost makes sense.

Fresh country air
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mostly it’s the iridescent (almost unreally so)
greens of rice paddies as far as the eye can see.
It makes sense to take your time and cover
Vietnam’s full length. Where you choose to start
and end is your choice, but I arrived in Hanoi and
worked my way down, from one pail to the other.
Hanoi, the old communist capital of North
Vietnam during the war, became the country’s
capital after American-backed South Vietnam
was defeated in 1975. It’s a city of grey people,
greyer winters and lakes of a thousand different
greens, the most evocative of which is at its
heart. Willow-fringed and emerald green,
Hoan Kiem Lake has been central to Vietnamese national identity since before
Hanoi even existed; legend has it that
more than a thousand years ago an enormous turtle emerged from Hoan Kiem’s
shadowy depths and swallowed Emperor
Le Loi’s magic sword.
For your first taste of a Vietnamese pagoda,
pick your way through rows of spandexed
Tai Chi grannies and fend off the advances
of the moonbag-toting black-market moneychangers who congregate on the Western
shore to reach Jade Island. Cross the red
wooden The Huc Bridge to the Ngoc Son
Temple and afterwards indulge in a coffee
or a sinh to bo (avocado smoothie) in one of
the trendy lakeside cafés.
Hanoi radiates from Hoan Kiem Lake, so
whichever direction you choose to explore
will hold surprises. Some might go for the
maelstrom of the Old Quarter, northeast
of the lake, or the sedate boulevards of the
French Quarter (southeast of the lake), but
I’d hit the area around the St Joseph’s cathedral to the west of the lake every single time.
The cathedral itself is a musty Gothic
remnant of the French occupation, but the
home-made yoghurt served at the ramshackle
café on its steps couldn’t be fresher. The
cobbled streets are wider and more sedate
than those in the Old Quarter, making it a
great neighbourhood to explore on foot.
The further you get from the cathedral, the
more ‘real’ the neighbourhood gets – once
the pavements become utterly impassable
motorbike parking lots you’ve hit the jackpot.
Tapas bars and silk boutiques are gradually
replaced by workers’ canteens (get a plate of
rice and choose your own toppings from the
gnarly buffet), mechanics and a cobbler who
hand-stitched my expired work shoes back

together so well that I wore
them to a wedding just recently. Once you’ve had a
look around these grimier
and smellier corners, you
may well return to the
comfort of air-con and
English menus nearer to
the cathedral, but at least
you’ll know what you’re
not missing.
The rest of Hanoi is
laid out further to the
west of the cathedral. For an authentic Vietnamese
experience, you could queue with the masses to get
a glimpse of the embalmed body of Ho Chi Minh aka
‘Uncle Ho’, the leader of the communist North during the war, and as much of a hero to the Vietnamese
as Mandela is to South Africans. But I’d advise doing
a drive-by of the mausoleum (especially in October
and November when the body is flown to Moscow
for ‘maintenance’) and exploring the nearby 950year-old Temple of Literature instead. Known as Van
Mieu in Vietnamese, it’s the country’s first university
– quite something if you consider that the University
of Cape Town, South Africa’s oldest, hasn’t even made
it to 200. If you time your visit right and are finished
with the temple around noon, follow the scent of
grilled pork to Bun Cha Van Mieu across the street.
Bun cha is a lunchtime ritual in Hanoi and at
around 11 every morning the city-wide blanket of exhaust fumes mingles with the sweet odour of sizzling
pork. Chubby women in conical hats blanch the rice
noodles and sort the herbs to be served with the
meat, while wizened men in baseball caps fan fires
with bamboo leaves as they barbecue the pork rashers
and meatballs which will soon swim in a sweet broth.
Ravenous customers sit on grimy toddler-sized plastic
chairs and slurp, munch and burp their way through
the crunchy, spicy, fatty delight that is bun cha. Afterwards they throw their napkins on the floor and publicly clean their teeth with homemade toothpicks.
Unless you’re a smoker, a few days in Hanoi will
probably leave you needing some country air,
at which point it’s time to explore more of the
northern half of Vietnam. Littered with limestone
karsts, the haphazard perfection at Halong Bay east
of Hanoi is a photographer’s dream. The bay’s more
than 2 000 islets are best explored by boat, and there
are loads of options available, from ramshackle party
junks to luxurious floating hotels. If you have time,
head to the islets such as Quan Lan on the outskirts
of the bay, where the snorkelling is more rewarding,
the beach sand is whiter and the local fishermen are
more likely to welcome your visit.
As much as you may want to hang around
in the north, head south and explore the land
between the drooping pails of water which are
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Hoi An may now be a tourist Mecca, but it’s
still very much a functioning fishing port.
Conical hats are worn by peasant women
throughout the country - a suntan is a sign
of poverty and is to be avoided at all costs.
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Hoi An is one of the best places anywhere in
Asia to forget about 21st century realities. Seen
through a camera viewfinder, it’s every bit the
picture-postcard stereotype you read about.
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Vietnam’s top
attractions

Halong Bay. Limestone karsts
as far as the eye can see dot the
South China Sea off Vietnam’s
northeast coast.
Sapa. The northern mountain
retreat offers cool respite, great
views and a chance to connect
with minority tribes.
Hanoi. The ancient capital
in the far north of Vietnam is
modernising quickly, but its lakes
and alleyways are still reminiscent
of the Asia of old.
Caves near Dong Hoi. Phong
Nha and Paradise Cave are
magnificent, and the recently
discovered Son Doong is the
largest in the world (a Jumbo jet
could take off and land again
without touching the sides) but
tourists can’t visit this cave yet.
Hue. The old imperial capital
in central Vietnam (just south
of Dong Hoi) is lovely, but also
make time to see the mausoleums
outside of town.
Hoi An. Quaint, historical central
Vietnam fishing port with a great
variety of shops and restaurants
and a few world-class beaches.
Ho Chi Minh City. In the country’s
south, this quintessential Southeast Asian mega-city is known for
its fine dining and war history. It’s
manic, swarming with scooters
and there’s a massage parlour
on every corner.
Phu Quoc. This tropical island
paradise off the southwest coast
is the primary producer of the
country’s supply of fish sauce
and is great for snorkelling and
scuba-diving. Many places along
mainland Vietnam are fished out,
but here you’ll see lots of fish
and corals, especially from
October to April.

Vietnam’s biggest cities. Diehard backpackers will
insist you take the Reunification Express – a sweaty,
overcrowded train that creeps towards HCMC along
the single-track iron spine of the country – but these
days many locals and most tourists opt for the convenience of air travel. Danang, the one-cinema-andtwo-KFCs Port Elizabeth of Vietnam, is where most
fly to first, even if it’s only used as a springboard for
the ancient port town of Hoi An, the jewel in Vietnam’s tourism crown and a 30-minute drive away.
Hoi An is one of the best places anywhere in Asia to
forget about 21st century realities. Seen through a camera viewfinder, it’s every bit the picturepostcard stereotype you read about, but
its people – hard-working, warm craftsmen who’re far better at English than
most of their countrymen – make sure
the focus of this living museum is on the
‘living’ part. Hoi An has been inhabited
for thousands of years and was at
various times an important Chinese,
Japanese and Portuguese trading port.
Hoi An’s beaches are uncrowded, palmfringed and serviced by ramshackle seafood restaurants and its pedestrianised
streets are blissfully safe (this is more
of a big deal in Vietnam than it sounds,
where streets are usually life-threatening). In short, it’s a great spot to break
your journey. Snorkel, explore centuriesold architecture and shop for tailormade clothes. Or take a cooking class –
Hoi An is also one of the great culinary
centres of Vietnam and although its
cao lau noodles, fresh prawn and pork
spring rolls and white rose dumplings
are all exquisite, it’s the humble sandwich or banh mi, freshly baked and sold out before
they have cooled, that I miss the most.

Drooping
heavily at the
southern end
of the bamboo
pole, the bright
lights of Ho Chi
Minh City can’t
be ignored.
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Bright lights
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Drooping heavily at the southern end of the bamboo pole, the bright lights of Ho Chi Minh City
can’t be ignored. HCMC has always been to Hanoi
what Joburg is to Cape Town: fast-paced, moneygrabbing and swarming with people. Saigon – as
it was known before the mid-20th century – was the
risqué capital of South Vietnam during the war
and it’s never quite lost its seedy, urban edge.
Just crossing the street in this city is like a challenge
out of a video game, as motorbikes, bicycles, taxis
and trucks hurtle towards you from all directions.
The trick is to walk slowly, evenly and confidently
towards your goal; the traffic will avoid you as long
as you don’t make any unexpected stops or starts.
At first it’s stomach-churning, but you get used to it.
CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT: Vietnamese eat rice for
breakfast, lunch and supper; one of those rare moments when
the traffic in Ho Chi Minh City is actually flowing smoothly; a
shallow backwater of the Thu Bon River just outside Hoi An;
scooters parked outside Hue’s central railway station – note
the flimsy helmet; a seamstress making traditional dresses at
a stall in the Sapa town market.
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Now that Vietnam is in
control of its own destiny,
the only conflict is between
the past and the present.
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Getting there
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There are no direct flights to Vietnam, so
you’ll stop over in the Middle East or one of
Asia’s central hubs – expect to pay about
R12 000 return to fly from South Africa to
Hanoi or HCMC. Visas must be arranged
beforehand, but this can be done online at
vietnam-visa.com.

Getting around

DA NANG
HOI AN

While Hanoi has cold winters and a still-enforced
midnight curfew, HCMC never sleeps or gets cooler
than 32° Celsius. It isn’t as old or as mysterious as
Hanoi, but it does have some numbing war museums
with exhibits so abrasive you can almost feel the
napalm on your skin, and the iconic Reunification
Palace (you may remember the footage of a North
Vietnamese tank crashing through its gates when
Saigon finally fell in 1975) is one of the most
perfectly preserved (and over the top) examples
of sixties government architecture you’ll see anywhere in the world.
But for me a visit to cosmopolitan HCMC is less
about sightseeing than it is about experiencing the
hopes and dreams of the 12 million people who call
it home. About eating street pho – Vietnam’s famous
noodle soup – for breakfast, South Indian curry for
lunch and a 10-course French degustation menu
for supper. About allowing a
summer downpour to drench
you to the core, but being dry
again 15 minutes later. About
seeing Bentleys parked next
to corrugated iron shacks and
the fact that a hundred kilometres from the city you’ll
find floating villages, markets
and fish farms, a reminder
of all that Vietnam used to be
before the 1986 government
policy of renovation transformed the peasant economy.
It’s no accident that Vietnam
is the one country on the globe
that has ultimately triumphed
over Chinese, French, Japanese
and American invaders. Now
that it’s finally in control
of its own destiny, the only
conflict is between the past
and the present and it’s a
fascinating duel to witness.
Never has Vietnam been more
itself than it is now, so hurry up and book your
flights before the rest of the world cottons on.

Plan
your trip

In the cities, taxis are the way to go and the
nationwide company Mai Linh is least likely
to rip you off (there are other reputable companies, but these are regional). In small
towns, scooter rental (less than $10
or R112 a day) is far simpler than bothering with taxis; riding in HCMC and
Hanoi is a death wish, however. Buy
yourself a decent helmet – those
provided are glorified Tupperwares.

Vietnam
SOUTH
CHINA
SEA

Money matters

Rates for accommodation, activities and
high-value items such as tailored suits
are often quoted in US dollars, while
food is generally in Vietnamese Dong. At the
time of going to print US$1 was equivalent to
about R11,20 and R1 was equal to about 1 880 VND.

Stay here

Vietnam has it all: from grimy hostels to
five-star health spas. You can get discounted
rates by booking through Agoda (agoda.
com) but read the customer reviews before
committing to a place.
Sofitel Metropole. The epitome of
French colonial elegance in Hanoi, the
Metropole is the spot for local couples
to have their wedding photos taken. From
$280 (about R3 130) a double room a night.
www.sofitel-legend.com
Ancient House River in Hoi An is an oasis
of calm a few kilometres from the town
centre (there are regular shuttles between
the two). From $110 (about R1 230) a double
room a night. www.ancienthouseriver.com
Phong Nha Farmstay is a classic backpackers’ run by an Aussie-Viet couple. An
island in an ocean of rice paddies, it’s a great
base to explore the caves near Dong Hoi in
central Vietnam. From 600 000VND (about R320)
a double room a night. phong-nha-cave.com

Eating and drinking

Vietnamese cuisine ranges from simple noodle
soups to seven-course meals, all at very affordable prices for South Africans. A bowl of bun
cha on the street goes for 30 000VND (about
R16) and a main course with rice in a decent restaurant around 100 000VND (about R55). Local
wine is vile, imported wine is expensive; a beer
costs between 10 000 and 30 000VND (about
R5 to R16), depending on the establishment.

LEFT: It may not look like Sandton City but you can buy
anything you need in the central market in Hoi An. INSET
ABOVE: Entrance to Tu Duc’s mausoleum near Hue; completed in 1867, it is one of seven imperial tombs in the area.
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